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CONTEXT
This document summarizes findings from the Meeting Culture Diagnostic we conducted for our
client. These findings are based on qualitative and quantitative data. Data sources include:

TIME AS A STRATEGIC RESOURCE
Fiscal responsibility is the judicious and strategic use of an organization’s capital resources. And your
organization has a well‐deserved reputation for being world class in this regard. However, based on
what we learned in this diagnostic, we believe the team would see a huge pay‐off by applying the same
level of rigor to time. In a day and age where time is often an organization’s scarcest resource, being
strategic about how it’s used seems more important than ever.
The survey results indicate that on average, 32% of all meeting time is considered not worth the
investment by those attending1:

1

Here is how we arrived at this average: If a person responded that meetings are rarely worth the investment (0 – 21%
of the time), we assumed that 80% of their meeting time is wasted. If a person responded that meetings were very
often worth the investment (80 – 100% of the time), we assumed that 0% of their meeting time is wasted. We followed
the same pattern for all responses, and calculated a weighted average to arrive at the 32%.
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Participants in the diagnostic repeatedly mentioned patterns of behavior that make poor use of group
time. For example:


It is acceptable to be late and to keep multiple people waiting. It’s common to have people
arrive as much as 10 minutes late to a 30 or 60 minute meeting.



When late arrivers join, the cultural norm is to re‐cap or start over for them, thereby wasting the
time of the people who were on time for the sake of the one who was not.



Pre‐work is intended to increase the quality and efficiency of a conversation. Yet, it is treated as
optional. The cultural norm is to accommodate those who did not do the pre‐work rather than
those that did. As a consequence, meeting time is often spent covering material that should
have been the starting point.



Multi‐tasking and fragmented engagement is the biggest contributor to the unwise use of each
other’s time

While these are visible signs, there are also much more subtle ways in which people waste
organizational resources.


People will call one long meeting with many people to save themselves from having more
focused meetings with smaller groups. This is more efficient for them, but worse for the
organization overall.



Senior leaders are inadvertently exacerbating the issue. People tend to “over prepare” for senior
leader meetings through multiple socialization and prep sessions. Often the purpose of this
preparation is to avoid debate or discussion – as if a smooth meeting equals a successful one.
While being prepared for a senior executive meeting is appropriate, there’s a point of
diminishing returns where the effort spent prior to the conversation actually undermines the
goal of healthy discourse.

“We are so careful with money and yet so wasteful with time.”
“People often value their own time, at the expense of others.”
“If there was one place we could get a big boost in productivity from our
workforce, meetings would be it.”
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THE OPPORTUNITY
We assessed the cost of the current state by translating the reported amount of time wasted in
meetings into lost productivity. This analysis indicates that every 1% of improvement is equivalent to
reclaiming the time of 4.6 full time employees. As illustrated in the chart below, if the team could
improve meeting effectiveness by 20%, it would be the same as hiring an additional 92 employees.
Given the strict budgetary constraints the team is under, as well as escalating workload pressures, this
productivity gain could be pivotal in the team’s success. And fortunately, all of the tools necessary to
reclaim this lost productivity are well within your reach.

CAUSAL FACTORS
This compelling opportunity was validated by focus
group input. Every participant agreed with the thesis
that the organization can improve business
performance by shifting the meeting culture. The
conversations point to a series of inter‐related drivers
of the current state as illustrated in the vicious cycle
on the right.
This cycle has multiple negative consequences. In
addition to lost productivity, people mentioned:


Lower employee engagement and morale



Burn out



Insufficient time to innovate, create, and
develop people
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“It’s more than productivity; it’s morale. It sucks to be in bad meetings
all day and work all night.”

THE UNLOCK
While all these elements contribute to the current state, the #1 driver is the back‐to‐back nature of the
environment.
Being scheduled back‐to‐back, day after day, undermines the entire system in a number of ways:


It makes being late inevitable



It’s challenging to switch contexts, so the quality of dialogue is lower. Many people reported
joining their next virtual meeting while finishing their last one



There’s no time to prepare or complete pre‐work, which undermines the quality and efficiency
of the dialogue



Follow up is late or doesn’t happen at all. When actions and decisions are finally sent out (best
case, at the end of a long day), they are often incomplete or inaccurate, causing protracted
email exchanges

Most importantly, being back‐to‐back leads to multi‐tasking


Multi‐tasking becomes necessary. People feel caught in a Catch 22: Multi‐tasking is killing us, but
it’s also our survival strategy.



Multi‐tasking undermines the purpose of the meeting and the effectiveness of the conversation.
Questions must be repeated. Action agreements are not internalized. Meaningful insights are
not discovered. The bottom line is Leave with a set of independent and often conflicting
conclusions about “what we decided” and “who is on point for the action items.” Inevitably, this
leads to more meetings to resolve the confusion.

Meetings beget multi‐tasking, and multi‐tasking begets meetings

“There’s no one silver bullet, but we have to find a way to break the cycle
between back-to-back meetings and multi-tasking.”
“If I don’t respond to an IM, I’m unresponsive. But I’m in back-to-back
meetings all day and so I have to respond to pings while in meetings. I’m
literally being told to multi-task.”
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Long‐term, sustainable change will be possible only by figuring out how to create whitespace between
meetings. By doing so, the organization has the opportunity to create a new cycle:

FINDINGS BASED ON MEETING TYPE
This organization is a complex, global, and collaborative enterprise. As such, meetings are an imperative for
getting work done. And when they are done well, meetings advance the business priorities, build
relationships, and coordinate execution.
Good meetings share common qualities:


Someone put thought and work into it ahead of time



Work gets done in the meeting



A reliable course of action occurs after the fact

We consistently heard comments that these kinds of meetings are useful, productive, necessary, and
energizing. We also heard about “unhappy meetings” and what could be done to make them better.

Standing (Recurring) Meetings
Recurring meetings are intended to keep teams informed and aligned on priorities and decisions. Yet,
they have grown from a useful management tool into an organizational obstruction. We heard
persistent comments such as:


Staff meetings often occur whether they are needed or not



People continue to attend recurring meetings, even when their presence is no
longer adding value



Meetings tend to start out strong (when they are launched), and then, over
time, degrade into update monologues
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This organization would realize immediate productivity improvements by auditing your standing
meetings and eliminating or redesigning the ones which are no longer creating real value.

“I am in 37 recurring meetings each week.”
Information Sharing Meetings
The survey indicated that information sharing is the predominant reason for meetings, 27% of the total:

We heard some consistent themes regarding the effectiveness of information sharing in these forums:


There are far too much many information sharing meetings, but people go because they are
afraid to miss out. The “FOMO” – fear of missing out—effect.



People rarely read materials distributed electronically. Consequently, people feel compelled to
call a meeting just to make sure the information has been consumed. The root cause is that no
one has time to read and process information because they are in meetings all day



Leaders force meetings that no one else wants so they can be “sure” people have the
information



At the same time, there’s a sense that it is not culturally acceptable to hold someone
accountable for knowing what’s going on unless they’ve been told in a meeting; as opposed to
holding people accountable for seeking the information they need



All too often the attendees ‐ and even the meeting owner ‐ aren’t clear what the purpose is
(e.g., elicit feedback, cascade the message, take action, etc.) of an information‐sharing
conversation



Cascading leadership meetings, all‐hands, and town halls often have too much overlapping or
redundant content
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Information sharing is seen as an opportunity for visibility and self‐promotion; this leads to
leadership meeting agendas characterized by a series of updates at the expense of robust
dialogue, debate, and decision‐making

A few simple steps such as clarifying the purpose, offering alternative means for getting the information,
and minimizing redundant conversations will go a long way toward balancing the need to keep everyone
on the same page and spending an excessive amount of time doing so.

“If I send information or assign an action over email, I can’t be sure the
person feels accountable – so I call a meeting to make sure."
Large Meetings
Many people commented that meetings have grown too large. Several hypotheses were offered to explain
the inflated number of attendees:


The default is to “pull people in” so that they don’t feel left out or to invite them just in case
they’re needed



Teams often try to accomplish multiple objectives in the same meeting, each of which
requires different people. This leads to large numbers of people in meetings where only a
fraction of the conversation is relevant to them



When it is not clear who to invite, meeting owners often “cast a wide net.” This has two
negative effects: The people who are peripherally relevant feel as if their time is being
wasted. The essential attendees are distracted by the large group and tend to disengage



Meeting owners send invites to an entire distribution list, putting the burden of deciding
whether to participate on the participant. Because the culture values inclusion, there is a
tendency for participants to attend, even when they aren’t needed

Bloated meetings are one of the easiest things to fix. It simply requires a heightened awareness that time is
a valuable resource, and a commitment to use it more thoughtfully and intentionally. While it will be
culturally disruptive at first, un‐inviting people who are not essential to a meeting’s purpose benefits both
the individual and organization.

“35 people are watching a 5-person meeting.”

“It’s easier to cast a wide net than to figure out who should really be there.”
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Decision‐Making Meetings


Given the collaborative and cross‐functional nature of the business, effective group decision‐
making is an essential capability. Yet there are a number of barriers to effective decision‐
making: There is commonly a lack of clarity on decision rights and decision‐making process. In
particular, there is confusion about whether the recommender is the decision‐maker. This
causes conversations to unfold without a clear outcome, leading to ambiguity about whether
the decision has occurred.



The organization lacks a standard way of documenting and communicating decisions. This
leads teams to “revisit” decisions more frequently than necessary

Group decision‐making would be improved by building greater skill in this area and introducing shared
distinctions and frameworks. This will allow for more effective and efficient decision‐making processes.

“The first decision is deciding who decides; you’d be surprised how many
people skip that step and then swirl for weeks.”

THE ROLE OF CULTURE
Nobody wants to be in bad meetings. And yet, people are consistently making choices that inevitably
lead to that outcome. For example:


Multi‐tasking is pervasive, even though everyone agrees that it decreases meeting quality and
efficiency



Video usage for virtual meetings would increase the quality of dialogue (it’s easier to read body
language and facial expressions), but usage is quite low because people want the option to
multi‐task without being “caught”



Meetings are predominantly topic‐oriented, rather than outcome‐driven. Topic‐oriented
meetings have a tendency to be subject to the topic of mind issues of the loudest voices in the
room rather than anchored by a clear purpose of their own. This leads to continual frustration



It is rare to cancel the meeting when the right people or right information are not available to
achieve the outcome. Instead, teams will often go ahead with the meeting, but then have to do
it over again in order to achieve the necessary result

“We could reduce meeting time by 80% if we stopped multi-tasking.”
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Beliefs about Leading a Meeting
It’s extremely rare to give feedback to one another on bad meeting behavior, so the standards of what is
acceptable continue to decline. Here are some pervasive beliefs about leading or participating in
meetings that we heard.
Through the survey results and focus group conversations, some implicit beliefs were named that
underpin the current meeting culture:


It’s acceptable to show up late to your own meeting



It’s acceptable to run over the scheduled end time of your meeting



It’s acceptable to fail to produce any follow‐up from a meeting



It’s acceptable to let a meeting go off track



It’s rude not to include people who might be interested in the topic, even if their role is unclear

Shifting the culture in order to recapture the time opportunity will require shifting these beliefs.

"Meetings are an opportunity to demonstrate leadership and engage
employees, but most people don’t think of them that way.”

Beliefs about Participating in a Meeting
Equally relevant were the beliefs about attending meetings:


If I don’t come, I’ll miss out



If I am in a lot of meetings, that means I’m important



It is acceptable not to do the pre‐work; in fact, since no one else will have done it either, the
meeting leader will accommodate it



It is rude to decline meetings



If a meeting isn’t going well, it is not my problem – it is the meeting leader’s job to get us back
on track



It is not polite to declare that a meeting is not productive or to offer suggestions for improving it

In aggregate, these beliefs lead to people becoming passive during meetings. It’s easier to “check out”
than to “dig in. Over time, however, this behavior creates the consequence of lower standards and
expectations.

“If a meeting isn’t relevant to me, I just start multi-tasking. It wouldn’t
occur to me to speak up or leave.”
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BRIGHT SPOTS AND BEST PRACTICES
As you would expect in an organization as successful as yours, there are some great people doing great
things to manage their own effectiveness and make the most of their colleagues’ strengths, time, and
expertise. Some best practices to highlight and replicate include:


Declining or requesting clarification for any meeting invitation where the purpose of the
meeting or their role in the meeting isn’t clear



Proactively addressing multi‐tasking (with tactics such as sending an instant message to let
someone know they are about to be called on)



Maximizing engagement and reducing the desire to multi‐task through frequent questions and
good use of the “chat” feature in your conference technology



Being extremely respectful of other time zones when scheduling a meeting



Implementing useful color‐coding strategies, such as marking any meeting for which you have
prep work as red in your calendar so you can see at a glance where to focus your prep time



Scheduling working time and holding it sacred



Scheduling 45, rather than 60 minute meetings to preserve time to transition from one
conversation to the next



Conducting weekly office hours instead of 1:1s as a means to connect with direct reports



For information‐sharing meetings, making the information available ahead of time and using the
meeting time as an optional Q&A

Using Discussion Threads on a chat board as the means to share updates and questions among team
members instead of holding weekly meetings Capturing outputs real time and on‐screen. This has
multiple benefits: increased accuracy, greater buy‐in, and higher efficiency

LOOKING AHEAD
A shift in the meeting culture would
boost your organization’s performance
and the engagement of your teams as
well as restore much‐needed time to
everyone’s day. In order to realize those
benefits, you’ll need to take a systemic
approach to shifting the culture as
outlined in the diagram to the right.
We have developed a set of concrete
recommendations that leverage the
wisdom of your teams and that we
believe will help you start managing
your time as diligently as you manage
the organization’s financial resources.
We look forward to talking with you further in the weeks to come.
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